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Abstract
Regarding the terrestrial laser scanning accuracy, one of the main problems is the noise in
measured distance which is necessary for the spatial coordinates´ determination. In this paper
the technique of using the wavelet transformation for the reduction of the noise in the laser
scanning data is described. This method of filtration is made in “post processing” and due to
this fact any changes in the measuring procedure in the field shouldn´t be done. The creation
of the regular matrix is needed to apply image processing. This matrix then makes the range
image. In the paper real and simulated efficiency tests of wavelet transformation, the final
summary and advantages or disadvantages of this method are introduced.
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1

INTRODUCTION

3D terrestrial scanning based on the spatial polar method (frequently also called laser
scanning) is a surveying method of the determination of spatial coordinates of points, usually
within one scan in a regular angular raster. The horizontal direction, the zenith angle and the
slope length are always measured. The coordinates are identified in a local system defined by
the start, i.e. the reference point of the scanner and the basic (zero) horizontal direction
identifying the direction of the positive X axis. Numerous scanning systems work at any
arbitrary screen angle, therefore, the actual XY axis plane is not necessarily horizontal.
A significant characteristic of the scanning process is a high measurement velocity and
also non-selectivity of point sampling. The measurement accuracy may be characterised by
standard deviations of the measurement of the above-mentioned quantities (for more facts
about 3D terrestrial scanning see Štroner, 2008).
In commonly performed surveying measurements requiring higher accuracy than the
accuracy corresponding to one single measurement, the number of repeated measurements
may commonly be increased to obtain more accurate results by their arithmetic mean, or the
same may also be achieved by the measurement of redundant quantities, and the accuracy is
then improved by adjustment. In 3D scanning, on the contrary, this is normally not possible
(with the exception of some instruments by the Trimble Company, e.g. the GS 200 type
(Trimble, 2013); or by using the ScanAverager programme (Štroner, 2013) for repeatedly
scanned data from special selected instruments). The accuracy of measured lengths is usually
one of the factors limiting the achievable accuracy of measurement results in multi-purpose
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3D scanners, in continuous surfaces, however, this accuracy may be improved by eliminating
the noise (random errors) based on the properties of neighbouring points.

2

DESCRIPTION OF WAVELET TRANSFORM PROCESSING
ALGORITHM

Wavelet transform is an integral transformation that allows obtaining time-frequency
description of the signal. It is possible to use it for data decorrelation, decomposition of the
signal into independent building blocks.
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where \ is the mother wavelet, s is scale changing the width of the mother wavelet
(dilatation), W is location parameter, changing the location of the wavelet in the timeline
(translation). The whole mathematical principle and precise description can be found in
(Addison, 2002). For denoising is used discrete wavelet transform (DWT). For the discrete
wavelet transformation is most appropriate to use the dyadic sampling, where an orthonormal
basis is created with use of suitable wavelet <.
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where p is scale, k is location. Chosen wavelet allows nonredundant signal decomposition, socalled multiresolution analysis, due to the orthogonality.
2.1

PREPARATION OF DATA BEFORE DENOISING

For our application discrete wavelet transform was used. The main idea of application of
wavelet transform used for elimination of distance noise in scan is to transfer obtained
coordinates X, Y, Z to original polar coordinates ĳ, ȗ, d.
For application of image processing it is necessary to create a regular matrix from the data
that will show range image. Every measured distance have precisely determined position in
the matrix and describes value of pixel in image.

P (n, m) [ X (n, m); Y (n, m); Z (n, m)]  [M (n, m); [ (n, m); d (n, m)]

(4)

Figure 1 Create of range image
Application of the wavelet transform was done after creating the range image in software
Matlab R2011b. Parent family of orthonormal wavelets daubechies (Daubechies, 1992) were
used. Use of daubechies wave was based on previous testing.
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THE REFERENCE METHOD - DENOISING BY NEAR POINTS
SURFACE FITTING

The method is based on surface fitting by plane and polynomial surfaces of 2nd, 3rd and
4th degree. The processing involves a gradual choice of a selected number of the nearest
points for each point of a scan, a selected surface is interleaved with them and by the
elongation or shortening of a beam with a given horizontal direction and the zenith angle onto
the intersection with the surface a new (smoothed) position of the points is obtained.
In spite of being always obtained in a certain order during the measurement, scanning data
do not preserve this arrangement after their export, therefore, the procedure chosen for the
searching of the neighbourhood of a point in a large point cloud (hundreds of thousands to
millions of points) was the conversion of the problem of searching the neighbourhood in
space (3D) into searching on a plane (2D); to this end, an algorithm was designed which is
based on the application of coordinates recalculated into slope lengths, horizontal directions
and zenith angles in the local coordinate system of the scanner. To make this procedure
usable, untransformed data must be smoothed, to acquire a regular spaced matrix of points. A
full description was given in (Smítka, 2013).

4

TESTING THE APPLICATION OF SMOOTHING (DENOISING)
METHODS

In addition to real scan a virtual flawless scans of spherical and plane surfaces were created
for testing of new methods of denoising. These scans were decomposed into components ĳ, ȗ,
d. The distance component was modified by artificial noise. The noise had a normal
distribution with standard deviation 2 mm. Re-scanned coordinates were calculated from
lengths including the noise and then were denoised using above described methods. Two
criteria were selected for evaluating the success of these methods:
x Using a standard deviation of the differential model against flawless source
x Using a standard deviation of fit by sphere/plane
x Number of the triangles of the TIN model
4.1

VIRTUAL SCAN - SPHERE

Figure 2 Differentials models a) Scan with noise, b) Denoised wavelet db6, c) Second order
Chebyshev - LSM, d) Third order Chebyshev - LSM, e) Fourth order Chebyshev - LSM, f)
Plane – LSM
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Table 1 Achieved accuracy - virtual scan of sphere
Standard
Number of
deviation of the
triangles

fit [mm]
Virtual scan
0,0
7 003
Scan with noise
1,4
5 061
Wavelet db6
0,4
7 283
Second order Chebyshev
0,6
7 247
Third order Chebyshev
0,6
7 204
Fourth order Chebyshev
0,9
6 624
Plane
0,3
7 321
4.2

Std. deviation of
the model [mm]
1,2
0,4
0,5
0,5
0,7
0,3

VIRTUAL SCAN – PLANE

Figure 3 Differentials models a) Scan with noise, b) Denoised wavelet db6, c) Second order
Chebyshev - LSM, d) Third order Chebyshev - LSM, e) Fourth order Chebyshev - LSM, f)
Plane – LSM
Table 2 Achieved accuracy - virtual scan of plane
Standard
Number of
deviation of the
triangles
fit [mm]
Virtual scan
0,0
18 049
Scan with noise
1,9
14 050
Wavelet db6
0,5
17 906
Second order Chebyshev
0,8
17 817
Third order Chebyshev
0,8
17 725
Fourth order Chebyshev
1,3
17 274
Plane
0,4
17 927
4.3

Std. deviation of
the model [mm]
1,6
0,5
0,7
0,7
1,0
0,4

REAL SCAN

Quality of denoising of an object, which was cut out from sculpture of David, was assessed
according to the number of created triangles and the visual quality of the resulting triangular
model. Improvement in the quality of triangular network is visible after the methods of
denoising are applied. Real scan was obtained by measuring the 3D scanner Leica HDS 3000.
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Figure 4 Triangular networks a) Scanned object b) Real scan, c) Averaged scan from 5 scans,
d) Denoised wavelet db6, e) Second order Chebyshev - LSM, f) Third order Chebyshev LSM, g) Fourth order Chebyshev - LSM, h) Plane – LSM
The best results were obtained by using wavelet transform and second order of
Chebyshev´s polynomial. When higher orders or number of iterations of wavelet transform
were applied, the shape of real object was repressed. When the method of denoising by fitting
the plane was used, the original object got degraded.
Table 3 Achieved accuracy - real scan of sculpture (number of triangles of network)
Second order
Third order Fourth order
Plane
Real scan
Wavelet db6
Chebyshev
Chebyshev
Chebyshev
15609
18958
19009
18922
18525
19066

5

INFLUENCE OF THE SCANNING RESOLUTION AND SIZE
OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE DISTANCE
ON THE SUCCES RATE OF THE DENOISING

To test of the influence of the scanning resolution and of the standard deviation of the
distance there was created four virtual point clouds of the sphere (diameter 0.6 m) with
resolution of the 2 mm x 2 mm, 4 mm x 4 mm, 6 mm x 6 mm and 10 mm x 10 mm. XYZ
coordinates were decomposed to ĳ, ȗ, d the same way as in previous case. Distance d was
then contaminated by the normal distribution noise with standard deviation 2 mm and 4 mm.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, resolution of the scan do not influences the success rate of the
denoising too much. Quite more important parameter is the standard deviation of the distance.
There can be also seen, that the best results are being achieved by using of the wavelet
transform denoising method and by the plane fitting denoising method.
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Figure 5 Graph of standard deviation of the fit sphere – noise 2 mm / 4 mm

6

CONCLUSION

Testing of proposed noise filtering methods, in the measured distance, were performed on
three surfaces (sphere, plane and continuous part from sculpture of David). The first two
testing surfaces were created virtually as flawless surfaces. Then the artificial noise was
added.
Improvement in all of the proposed solutions of denoising is visible from obtained results.
It can be concluded that the best results mathematic surfaces were achieved by denoising
using wavelet transform and a fitting plane. For continuous structures very similar results are
achieved by using wavelet transform and fitting by the second order of Chebyshev´s
polynomials. It is clearly evident that the benefits of new filtration process led to the
suppression of the noise of measured distance. Therefore the resulting models of scanned
objects can be more accurate and credible.
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